Exhibitor Pricing for providers of edtech & digital solutions

**Exhibitor space**

- Includes 1 delegate
- Exhibitor space for networking and demos
- Organisation announced by moderator and featured on screen, at beginning and end of relevant Digital Day session
- Access to all delegates’ (audience) information, profiles, job titles and contact details
- Featured in ICEF Berlin Digital Day provider list
- Access to all Digital Day sessions
- Coffee breaks, lunch, evening reception
- Listed in Digital Day announcement mailers

---

**Additional delegate**

€ 275

*€ 1,450 for providers also exhibiting at ICEF Berlin main event*

---

**Sponsorship add-on options**

Available exclusively to exhibitors

**Demo sponsor**

€ 2,250

- **2.5 minute on-site demo** in between Digital Day sessions or integrated in one of the sessions depending on topic and content
- **Demo live-streamed** to online audience
- Demo recording provided available to all Digital Day delegates post-event
- Featured as Demo Sponsor in event promotions and info mailers
- Featured as Demo Sponsor on Digital Day event webpage
- **60 sec. video in looped broadcast** to online audience during coffee breaks and lunches
- Promoted in dedicated ‘meet the Digital Day sponsors’ mailer
- 1 additional delegate

---

**Headline sponsor**

€ 4,450

- **5 minute on-site demo** in between Digital Day sessions or integrated in one of the sessions depending on topic and content
- Demo live-streamed to online audience
- Demo recording provided to all Digital Day delegates post-event
- Prominently featured as Headline Sponsor in event promotions and info mailers
- Prominently featured as Headline Sponsor on Digital Day event webpage
- Introduced in dedicated ‘meet the Digital Day Main Sponsors’ mailer sent to all onsite and online delegates pre- and post event
- Invited to join one of the sessions as panellist or guest speaker
- **2min video in looped broadcast** to online audience during coffee breaks and lunches
- Featured as Headline Sponsor on ICEF Berlin Digital Day branding throughout the conference room and foyer
- Featured as ICEF Berlin Digital Day Headline Sponsor on Digital Day promo banners used at ‘regular’ ICEF Berlin
- Promoted in dedicated ‘meet the Digital Day sponsors’ mailer
- Listed as Headline Sponsor on Digital Day webpage
- 2 additional delegates onsite

---

**Additional options**

- **2,450**
- **2,250**
- **4,450**

**Exhibitor Pricing**

**Additional delegate**

€ 275

*€ 1,450 for providers also exhibiting at ICEF Berlin main event*